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Translator: Giko  

 

 

平常是道 
Ordinary Mind is the Way 

translated by Katsuki Sekida 

 

 Joshu asked Nansen, “What is the Way?”  “Ordinary mind is the Way,” Nansen replied.  

“Shall I try to seek after it?” Joshu asked.  “If you try for it, you will become separated from 

it,” responded Nansen.  “How can I know the Way unless I try for it?” persisted Joshu.  

Nansen said, “The Way is not a matter of knowing or not knowing.  Knowing is delusion; not 

knowing is confusion.  When you have really reached the true Way beyond doubt, you will find 

it vast and boundless as outer space.  How can it be talked about on the level of right and 

wrong?”  With these words, Joshu came to a sudden realization. 

 

 Just as I told you before this koan is a very important koan for beginner students of Zen.  

This is a story about a meeting between Joshu, the same Joshu who appears in the first case of 

the Mumonkan, and his teacher Nansen.  Joshu was the kind of osho who didn’t do violent wild 

things in the way Rinzai did.  He didn’t shout “katz!” Or hit his students with sticks.  His Zen 

was called the eloquent Zen, the subtle Zen.  Mystical light was said to play around his mouth.  

Joshu’s Zen was also called “Word-Zen” and so listening to this dialogue we have to be 

extremely careful about how we grasp the words, so clean out your ears and really listen up.  

And another thing that makes this koan particularly interesting is that here we have the Joshu 

before he was enlightened.  

 It isn’t written clearly exactly where this meeting took place.  Maybe it was in sanzen, 

or maybe Joshu actually asked this question in front of everybody at a dharma talk.  We don’t 

know.  But anyway he asks his teacher what the Way is.  There are many Ways we talk about.  

The Buddha Way, or the Way of the self, but anyway, we are all walking on a Way.  What is 

this Way?  To explain it simply; people walk the path of being a person, we don’t walk the path 

of being a beast.  And the road that people who are practicing Buddhism are walking on is 

called the Buddha Way.  We can also use the word “zendo 禅道” the Way of Zen.  That is the 

path people who are studying Zen are walking on.  This zendo has a different “do” in it than the 

zendo (禅堂) that you are living in, that you are sitting in, the “do” of that zendo means hall, not 

Way.   

 According to Buddhism we say, okay we have this Way, we have this path, but the Way, 

the road will not appear unless we do the walking.  We tend to think that the roads around us 

were made in order for us to walk on them, but Buddhism doesn’t say that.  Buddhism says that 

because we walk the roads appear.  If you don’t walk then the road, the Way won’t appear.  So 

the first thing you have to be really careful about is how you grasp this word Way.  You must 

grasp it to mean the Way you yourself manifest.  It isn’t some fixated Way other than your self.  

 The self is only the self because it has appeared.  There is no fixated self.  There is no 

self other than the activity of the self appearing.  The self appears finally because it has done 

the activity of being born. And as I’ve been telling you over and over again the self appears 

having received both of these mutually opposing activities called tatha-gata and tatha-agata.   
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 People who are studying Buddhism, the first thing they have to study is the five skandas.  

In the Heart Sutra we chant everyday they speak about the five skandas, and it’s only after 

studying the five skandas that you can clearly see why the self appears.  So now I guess I have 

to explain to you at least a little bit about what the five skandas are.   

 The first skanda, shiki 色, rupa, form does the activity of form, and through that activity 

of form it brings in to being the next four skandas, ju 受, so 想, gyo 行, shiki 識.  So I 

would like to explain myself exactly what kind of activities these are, these activities of ju, so, 

gyo, shiki.  

 According to Buddhism we say that the complete condition is the absolute existence.  

And that absolute existence is rupa, form.  And then you’ll probably have the question what 

activity forms rupa, forms form.  The definition that we give of this first skanda, shiki, rupa, 

form, is that it is the complete form, and that this complete, perfect form cannot be seen by 

anyone, has no necessity to be seen by anyone.  And this shiki, this perfect, complete, absolute 

matter or substance has as its content, making it up and forming it, the two mutually opposing 

activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.   

 According to Buddhism it is not possible to solve the question for yourself of the nature 

of this world which is our home, and the nature of our existence without thinking that these two 

mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are forming, and are the very content 

of, the first skanda shiki-absolute form.  These things we call people do manifest complete rupa, 

complete form.  The complete human being, the complete person, is comprised, therefore, of 

both the activity of man and the activity of woman.  Without thinking about these two mutually 

opposing activities it is not only impossible to solve the question of the way of being of we 

human beings, but it’s also impossible to solve the question of the way of being of all existent 

things, and this universe which is the home of all existent beings.  But if there is a way of 

thinking about the way of being of all of us, and the way of being of this world, this cosmos 

which is our home, which can successfully explain it, which can successfully solve this question, 

then Buddhism would never reject or negate that kind of explanation, even if the new 

explanation doesn’t include these two mutually opposing activities.   

 It’s the enlightened people who have successfully manifested the wisdom for themselves 

that sees the nature of ourselves, and sees the way of being of our world who are the ones who 

give this kind of explanation (using two mutually opposing activities).  What we call the 

Buddha-dharma or Buddhism is the teaching of enlightened people, and it so happens that they 

DO speak about these two mutually opposing activities, and so you must believe that to study 

Buddhism is to study for yourself this activity of the two mutually opposing activities.   

 So as I just said, the complete self is the complete body of form.  Because it is perfect 

and complete no one can see it.  And the person who said this was the person who first thought 

of this thing we call Buddhism, the Enlightened One.  So now standing in place of the 

Enlightened One I will explain to you how he taught. 

 It goes without saying that form is the same thing as matter, substance, and what we are 

talking about here is the complete condition which is complete form, complete matter.  But this 

condition, however, that no one can see, and has no necessity to be seen by anyone, can actually 

not be called either form or not-form.  But, we can as a temporary expedient call this absolute 

condition, in contradistinction to form, no-form, or non-material.  But if we say “no-form” then 

it sounds as if it is in opposition to form.  So what I’m saying is that the activity which forms 

the condition of form, and the activity which forms the condition of no-form, both  are 

comprising this complete, perfect condition of absolute rupa, absolute form.  The way 

enlightened people have taught us is that there are no other activities forming the condition of 

form, and forming the condition of no-form other than these two activities of tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata.     

 So now we have reach the stage of explanation.  The activities of tatha-gata and 
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tatha-agata also are called the male activity which forms man and the female activity which 

forms woman, or the plus activity and the minus activity, or the activity of expanding and the 

activity of contracting.  It’s very necessary for you to study the difference in character of these 

two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.   

 As I said in the previous talk, the activity of tatha-gata, completely manifesting the 

activity of expanding manifests itself as the greatest cosmos.  And the one who completely 

receives this activity of expanding and unifies with it, makes it her content, is the tatha-agata 

activity, the female activity.  As we do our investigation we name these activities; the male 

activity is the expanding activity, and the female activity as the contracting activity.   

 And the definition that the Enlightened One gave us was that although the characters of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata are absolutely different, the power and strength of these two activities 

is equal. 

 And as I’ve been explaining for a long, long time, if it were the case that the strength of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata was not the same then separation could never occur.  For example if 

the male activity was stronger the man would always just pull the woman along.  If it were the 

case that the woman were simply being pulled along having to always follow and obey the man 

then man and woman never would separate.  Or oppositely if the woman were the strong one 

then the man would forever be simply pulled along by the woman, and they would never 

separate from one another.  But separation does inevitably occur, and the reason for that is that 

the strengths of these two mutually opposing activities are equal.    Some people might 

say this Roshi’s teishos sound like a physics lecture.  And that is just the way it is.  Buddhism 

teaches from the point of view including all different fields of scholarship.  Buddhism was born 

twenty five hundred years ago, but throughout Buddhist history Buddhism has always embraced 

all kinds of scholarship, all kinds of perspectives, never rejecting anything.   

 Because these two activities are absolutely equal that is why separation occurs.  For 

example if a man and a woman are pulling on a thread, they pull with equal power and so first 

smoke appears right in the center between the man and the woman on the thread, and then fire, 

and then the thread completely burns and disappears.  If a couple has a quarrel then they 

separate.  The reason they separate is because husband and wife are equal.  If they weren’t 

equal then as they quarreled they could never separate.  If they weren’t equal then the kind of 

situations that would occur would only be situations in which either the man was being pulled 

around by the woman, or the woman was being pulled around by the man.  They could never 

separate from one another.   

 And as I always tell you, the things we call existences, the things that are the children of 

this activity appear when this smoke-like activity appears and then after that separation occurs.  

The situation in which smoke comes up, and then fire comes up, and then separation occurs, this 

situation is the exact situation which has both plus and minus, both man and woman as its 

content.  The fire which occurs at separation has both of the two mutually opposing activities as 

its content.  But this ball of fire which has appeared does not have plus and minus completely as 

its content.  If it did have the two activities totally as its content then it would be the complete 

condition.  It would neither be fire nor smoke.  Because its an incomplete situation, an 

incomplete condition, that’s why it’s manifesting itself as things such as fire and smoke. 

 This complete condition is what we call the condition of shunyata, emptiness, zero.  But 

the things which have appeared here are not the complete activity of emptiness.  The ball of fire 

which has appeared, as I always tell you, has appeared receiving equally of plus and minus, one 

small fraction of the total activities of plus and minus, perhaps one hundred billionth of each. 

 And the activity of appearance here that I’m describing is the second skanda, the ju 

skanda.  This ju means to do the activity of receiving, to do the activity of making content.  

Appearance of the self occurs as the self makes plus and minus its content, as it receives the 

activities of plus and minus, as it does the activity of ju, the second skanda.  The existent being 

which has appeared doing the activity of ju, receiving, the second skanda, is in the condition of 
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manifesting itself as the present moment.  But the activity of ju, of the second skanda, of 

receiving, which has appeared here as the present moment does not fixate itself as the activity of 

receiving.   

 It isn’t until the activity of the separation of subject and object, the separation of host and 

guest gets met up with that existent things come in to being.  These existent things which I’m 

calling the ball of fire come in to being when man and woman, plus and minus, tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata, host and guest separate.  We call the guest, the object the man, and the host, the 

subject, the woman.  And man and woman, plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata do 

separate we say the activity of separating reaches a limit.  If the activity of separating did not 

have a limit then although the child might be born it could never be an independent being.  It 

would always simply be doing the activity of being born eternally (without coming to the end of 

birthing).  That would be like a ghost.  But this activity of being a ghost, this condition of 

ghost does have a limit, and so the condition of being a ghost also comes to an end.  When 

subject and object reach the limit of their activity of separating then finally this thing we call an 

existence, a self comes in to being separate from plus and minus, having separated itself from, 

become independent of mother and father.  When this limit of separating is reached then the 

child is born, and then mother and father also, momentarily stop doing their activities of 

expanding and contracting.  This is the situation in which mother, father, and child are all 

manifesting themselves in a state of separateness.  They are all separate from each other.   

 And as I was saying before, the child that has appeared here appears receiving absolutely 

equally from mother and father one hundred billionth from father and one ten billionth from 

mother.  But if this situation that has appeared here is fixated; just remains as it is without 

changing, then this infant that has appeared here, this baby will completely dry out, having no 

food, and fall over dead like a fish flake.  But that isn’t what happens.  Although mother and 

father momentarily stop doing their activities of expanding and contracting at the very instant the 

infant is born, they then again immediately begin to act.  The mother and the father immediately 

make relationship with the child.  The mother doing the activity of contracting makes 

relationship, and the father doing the activity of expanding makes relationship.  Inevitably these 

activities, following the principle of Tathagata, following the principle of the dharma which 

forms the entire cosmos will act, embracing the child from inside and outside.  In this case it is 

not the case that mother and father are making relationship with the child through the activity of 

compassion, or through the activity of love.  Mother and father are simply following the natural 

principle of the dharma activity which makes everything, and obeying that principle they make 

relationship with the child.   

 And through this situation of being related to by mother and father in this way the child 

comes to do the activity of thinking, (which is the third skanda, 想 so.)  If we ask why is it that 

the child comes to do the activity of thinking the answer is that through mother and father 

making relationship with the child, through the child being in the situation of having mother and 

father make relationship with it, it comes to do the activity of thinking. 

 The father is making relationship with the child from the outside, and the mother is 

making relationship with the child from the inside.  These two activities of equal strength are 

opposing one another, we can even say in conflict with one another, because the mother is 

always pulling the child toward the inside, and the father is always pulling the child toward the 

outside.  This is when the function of sensing, or feeling arises.   

 But the functioning of sense, sensation the child is doing can’t continue, can’t remain 

functioning because the child is so weak compared with the parents.  If we say the parents have 

a power equal to a hundred, the child only has power equal to 0.00001.  And so the child 

divides itself in two, and returns the strength it had received from father to father, and returns the 

strength it had received from mother to mother, and then becomes free of being a child.   

 So what happens to this child? We can say the child has disappeared, or the child’s self 

has disappeared, but the child has not lost itself.  In fact, half of the child, making relationship 
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with father catches the position of father, and half of the child making relationship with mother 

catches the position of mother.   

 And after doing this function of sensing or feeling over and over again many times finally 

a new functioning called consciousness arises.  That’s why Zen practice takes such a long time.  

It’s very similar to a child being born and then maturing in to an adult.  You have to do that 

same kind of process of maturation and development in order to study Zen.  It’s not as if you’re 

going to get enlightenment just in one instant.   

 I felt like I really needed to speak about the five skandas today, and then the time just 

flew by, and when I think about it seems it would take about four days to get to the end of this 

talk about the five skandas.  So we should continue talking about it again tomorrow.                     

 

  

 

 

 


